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First published 2014
Printed in the United States of America A catalog record for this publication is available from the British Library. Th e story goes that Homer died when fi sher boys on Ios posed him a riddle that he could not unknot. Something like this: "Th ose we caught we left behind; those we did not catch we brought back with us. What is it?" It was no fi sh, as Homer seemed to imagine, but lice. And they say that this cleverly woven web -its creation inspired by the very Muses -proved to be Homer's undoing when he could not tease apart its fi bers. But I think not. It was no weaving of a riddle that was Homer 's bane -but the weaving of the alphabet -when the Muses began to show their favors far and wide -to practically anyone who could scratch out its symbols -not just to some boys on Ios . It was a woven viral hexameter that did him in.
Library of Congress Cataloging in Publication data
Th ere are many indications of this, not least of which is the great variability of letter shapes that were employed in early Greek inscriptional writing, within individual inscriptions, producing variegated graphemic patternstext, literally. Th is variability has long been noticed. Th e prominence of the back-and-forth twining lines of boustrophedon is another indication. But the triad of copper plaques with which this study begins and that provides a continuous thread passing through the narrative of this work, I will argue, drags this metaphoric weaving out and lays it before us, making it unmistakably recognizable, gathering our attention to the alphabetic fabric that might have otherwise escaped our attention.
A word about that. While (1) the set of copper plaques etched with abecedarium aft er abecedarium and (2) the concept of the weaving of alphabetic strands are interlinked in this work, each is a distinct phenomenon. Th e investigation of each of the two constitutes a separate study. Each forms the centerpiece of a separate thesis. One thesis does not depend on the other, but one informs the other. One thesis concerns the interpretation of a particularly unique set of documents; the other thesis addresses the earliest Greek conceptualizations of alphabetic writing. Th e thoughtful reader is asked to evaluate them separately.
Th is book has affi liated with it a dedicated Cambridge University Press Web site: www.cambridge.org/9781107028111 . Th ere the reader will fi nd the following images: (1) my hand-annotated X-ray images of each side of each plaque; (2) scans of the surface of each side of the plaques in the collection of Martin Sch ø yen, which were produced at the University of Oslo with the assistance of Professor Jens Braarvig; and (3) the three tables and seventeen fi gures that are referenced by Professor David A. Scott in Chapter 3 .
